Creating a Skit Template

Plot (two or three sentences describing the story)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What is the conflict? (The skit’s climax is when the conflict reaches its highest point.)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What is the conclusion? (The resolution is when the conflict or the climax is resolved. A resolution does not always need to have a happy ending.)

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

How will the scene begin?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Creating a Skit Template, continued

MONOLOGUES. The monologues can be written by the actors who are performing them, or you can choose inspirational quotes or lines from a book, movie, or play.

**MONOLOGUE #1**

Actor ____________________________

Lines ____________________________

______________________________

______________________________

What is one word the group should say all together (in unison) for a dramatic impact?

______________________________

**MONOLOGUE #2 (OPTIONAL)**

Actor ____________________________

Lines ____________________________

______________________________

______________________________

**Tableau.** How will you build your tableau?

______________________________

______________________________